The 2016 municipality election of South Africa was received as a shocking event. Despite a strong belief that the ANC would always rule in South Africa, the African National Congress (ANC), which has been governing the country since the end of apartheid in 1994, received the worst results ever recorded. The ANC with president Jacob Zuma received 54 percent of the votes, which is a considerable decrease from 62 percent in 2011. This election was a clear sign that the ANC is in trouble towards the 2019 elections. The party seriously needs to rethink its strategies and investigates why the votes are decreasing. Given South Africa being a key player in global governance and in particular a strong leader among the African countries, it is significant to understand this political turmoil, as it may influence the political directions of other countries in that area. With reviews of relevant literature, therefore, this paper analyzes the current political situation in South Africa, focusing on corruption and inequality. The paper suggests connections between corruption, Jacob Zuma, and the potential end of the ANC era. The issues of inequality describes more the difficult situation that South Africans are facing and can be connected to the desire for change. It would be interesting to further analyze whether South Africa would be ready for a multiparty democracy with a peaceful transition of power after the national elections in 2019.
Introduction
In August 2016, the municipality election, in which a record high number of 26 million of a total population of 53 million voted, was held in South Africa. The African National Congress (ANC), which has been governing the country since the end of apartheid in 1994, received the worst results ever recorded. The ANC with president Jacob Zuma received 54 percent of the votes, which is a considerable decrease from 62 percent in 2011 (Bennet, 2016) . The defeat of Nelson Mandela Bay (former Port Elizabeth), the municipality that has great historical significance for the ANC due to its Nelson Mandela's origin, was surprising. The loss of the two important economic cities Johannesburg and Pretoria was also a notable defeat for the ANC. The party has lost control over 27 of the municipalities, including four of the countries' eight main cities.
Since 1994, there has been a strong belief that the ANC would always rule in South Africa. This belief can be shown by Jacob Zuma's statement in 2004: " the ANC party would rule South Africa until Jesus comes back" (Gevisser, 2016, p.1) . However, the 2016 result and even results dating back to the 2011 elections suggest the decrease in votes, a sign that the ANC was likely to lose power (Chipkin, 2016) .
The ANC has been known as the revolutionary force that helped end the apartheid regime. The support for the ANC from the voters has always been clear that South Africa has been considered a one party nation (Chipkin, 2016) . The ANC has been more than a political party; it has been a symbol and proudness of black power, unity and equality. Also, Nelson Mandela, the first elected black president of the state, who is often described as the "Father of the Nation", is the symbol of strength, equality, peace and forgiveness for the ANC. Because the ANC plays an important role in history and is a nationalistic pride for many South Africans, it is a drastic change for South Africa that this support is on the downfall and that new parties are emerging (Raghayan, 2013) .
The results of the elections suggest that the South Africans have had a change in mind. The Democratic AllianceThe DA is led by a 36-year-old Mmusi Maimane and its main political point has been fighting corruption. The DA is originally a white party, and thus there is symbolic change in Mmusi Maimane being black. The radically left Economic Freedom Fighters party, only being three years old, received eight percent of the votes. It pledged the nationalization of mines and redistributing lands from the current white owners to the black South Africans and also fighting corruption (Gevisser, 2016) .
This election was a clear sign that the ANC is in trouble towards the 2019 elections. The party seriously needs to rethink its strategies and investigates why the votes are decreasing. This situation, given South Africa being a key player in global governance and a strong leader among the African countries, is significant. South Africa has many deep-rooted issues that result in a large unsatisfaction among the population. The two principal issues that South Africa faces today are corruption and inequality, which may be why South Africans are asking for change (Raghavan, 2013) . Various studies have been done on these issues but few directly connect these issues with the current political situation (Gumeda, 2008; Lodge, 2002; Spaull, 2013; Piketty, 2014) .
The purpose of this paper is therefore to understand the current political situation in South Africa, focusing on corruption and inequality. Although the decreasing support is not an entirely new issue for the ANC, it was only after the 2014 elections that scholars started debating the ANCs potential decline in power (Chipkin, 2016) . In the following sections, we will explore potential reasons for the ANC's decline in votes: corruption and inequality in South Africa.
Literature Review

Corruption
Corruption for South Africans has become a normal everyday occurrence. In almost every year there has been a scandal of high-appointed politicians being corrupt. In 1998 a survey was conducted where 55 percent of the population answered that they thought that civil servants took bribes (Lodge, 2002) . In 2011, Willie Hofmeyer, the former head of the Special Investigation Unit, reported that 25-30 billion South African rand (equivalent to 2-2,4 billion USD) was lost to government procurement budget each year due to fraud. South Africans are rating corruption as one of the most important issues within the public sector. South Africans are increasingly seeing their country as corrupt and valuing corruption as an important issue. Indeed, according to the South African Social Attitude Survey, between the period of 2001-2006, the number of people considering that corruption should be a national priority doubled (Newham, 2014) . Jacob Zuma, who took presidency in 2009, has been part of many corruption scandals dating back to 1995. In 2008, he was accused of a number of allegations including: racketeering, money laundering and fraud (Gumede, 2008) . The scandal that has made the biggest impact on South Africans occurred in March 2016. The highest court in South Africa ruled that Zuma violated the constitution when failing to repay the government for money used to upgrade his luxury residence. Most recently in October 2016, he was accused of being influenced by the powerful and wealthy Gupta family when letting go one of his ministers. However, he has never been convicted of any of these allegations (Bennet, 2016) .
Jacob Zuma
Many scholars and foreign journalists have argued that the problem of the decrease in votes has a connection to Jacob Zuma (Ibid). A survey conducted in 2015 showed that the president's popularity is on the decline from 6.1 in 2009 to 5.2 in 2015 where 10 means totally in favor and 0 means totally against (Ipsos, 2015) . Besides, the current president was the above-stated corruption scandals sent to court in 2006 when he was accused for raping a close family friend who was half his age (Gumede, 2008) . Again, he was freed from this allegation. During Nelson Mandela's funeral in 2015, he was booed by hundreds of people in the arena in front of many world leaders, including Barack Obama (Cohen & Wild, 2013) .
On the other hand, when Zuma was elected he was seen as arguably the most popular politician in South Africa since Nelson Mandela. For instance groups of women stood outside the court during his rape-trial burning the picture of the girl in question. Many believed that Zuma would be a positive change from Thabo Mbeki that had a growing discontent during the end of his presidency, and would come as the savior of the rural poor, the uneducated youth and black middle-class. Zuma has been praised for his communication skills to the voters and his traditional views. He has a deep connection to his traditional background from Kwazulu Natal showing this by often wearing animal skins and living in polygamy with seven wives and 21 children (Hunter, 2011) .
Inequality
When the apartheid ended in 1994 and Nelson Mandela became president, was assumed that inequality would positively change for the oppressed black South Africans. Mandela was very symbolic and shared his dreams of equality that the population believed in (Raghavan, 2013) . More than two decades later, this dream has not come true, with 60-65 percent of South Africa's wealth being concentrated in just 10 percent of the population (Piketty 2014) .
Thomas Piketty even argues that income inequality is even higher today than two decades ago. The majority of blacks live in poverty without the access to electricity, proper housing or clean water. The same whites and small black elite companies and families that have been powerful for decades, still to this day control to a large content, the economy. For instance unemployment in 2014 was at 25 percent and white people in average received wages six times as higher as their black counterparts. In South Africa whites account for 8.1 percent of the total population and at the same time in the economically top five percent of the nation up to 80 percent are white (Simon, 2011) . Even the trade unions that historically have backed the ANC now started protesting due to the lacking existence of salary increases (Cowell, 2014) .
Discussion
Studies show that South Africans are increasingly caring about corruption and knowledgeable of its increase. Since both of ANCs opposition parties, the DA and EFF, had fighting corruption as election policies this could be a sign that it is corruption South Africans believe the ANC has a big problem with. By not voting for the ANC the people can be showing that they are well aware of the extent that corruption is taking place within the ANC and that now is the time to say enough is enough. The 2016 elections showed that ANC had their strongest support in rural areas and this might be because news of the latest corruption might not have reach them to the same extent as in urban areas.
There is also a clear connection that Jacob Zuma has not delivered enough or met the expectations in his seven years as president. Many South Africans might initially have had faith in him to be a positive change from Thabo Mbeki but statistics show that this did not consist. Even though Zuma has been liked as a person, his involvement in a series of corruption and other incidents has shown to be a deal breaker. As has been explained, South Africans have had to deal with corruption throughout time. The difference now can firstly be that they are finally tired of it and fighting for it to stop and secondly that the corruption is now coming directly from their top leader, the president and it is in now 'personal' corruption. The corruption that Zuma has been accused for is in the form of money put on his private life and not to do with political deals like Mbeki and the firearm deal. This type of corruption clearly demonstrated the difference between the power of the small elite and the poor oppressed majority as the others. Zuma was the person who was supposed to help the poor blacks and bring up the middle class and not make himself a more wealthy man. This type of corruption did not happen or at least was not reported of with Nelson Mandela or Thabo Mbeki and this might explain the change.
Although ANC has had more than two decades to change and eliminate inequality since 1994, the inequality still persists. This could be a big part of ANCs downfall. The alarming news is a possible increase in inequality, which has made South Africans seek changes. Also, Nelson Mandela's death in 2014 can be another reason for South Africans to give up on ANC since their symbol of hope and equality might have died with him and also meant the loss of the symbol for the ANC.
What does the ANC need not to continue losing power and risk losing the presidential elections in 2019? It is clear that they have to do something; otherwise the support for the DA and the EFF will just continue to grow. It is also apparent that they have gotten comfortable due to the lack of competition and the perception of the great, unstoppable ANC. The new generation of voters born after 1994 does not have the historical bonds to the movement that freed them from the apartheid and therefore feels free to vote on other parties. The 2016 elections were not the first warning sign. Already after the 2011 local elections, the ANC should have started taking measures for change. ANC has relied on history of fighting the apartheid, symbolism and important leaders, especially Nelson Mandela. This paper argues that there is a connection between the weakened status of the ANC and Jacob Zuma. A first step would therefore be to as soon as possible get him to resign. This would show the South African people that the party has taken the situation seriously and are listening to the people's concerns and therefore want to work on changes. This would also show that the ANC opposes corruption. The ANC should also acknowledge that their biggest competitor has a young 36 year old as their leader and that this could be a working strategy. ANC should therefore also appoint a younger leader that is not already nested in old ties that could be perceived as already corrupt.
Second, the ANC has to find a way to create the same hope that was created in 1994 for change that they later lost. This connects with the need for a serious reformation of South Africa. Corruption and inequality show legacy from the apartheid regime and ANC needs to find a way to totally change how the country is governed and show the people that they are serious with this change. The ANC has a deeply routed relationship with the South African people and this is not completely lost yet just because many choose not to vote for them. The ANC just needs to win back trust and demonstrates that it is willing to fight again. Soon, naturally with an ageing population, the people who witnessed the apartheid and established a deep relationship with the ANC will be replaced with a population who does not have the same relationship and just see the great issues that South Africa is facing.
However, the oppositional parties the DA and EFF are at this point not clear winners either. DA having a history being white can be a big problem in collecting some South Africans votes even with a black leader since this symbolizes the white regaining power. Also the EFF is still considered very radical.
In the end, the current situation can be arguably very positive for South Africa and a good step in its democratization. The decrease of ANC voters allows more space for other parties to fuel each other in competition to be better voices for the population and mirror all views of South Africans.
Conclusion
The paper suggests connections between corruption, Jacob Zuma, and the potential end of the ANC era. The issues of inequality describes more the difficult situation that South Africans are facing and can be connected to the desire for change. It would be interesting to further analyze whether South Africa would be ready for a multiparty democracy with a peaceful transition of power after the national elections in 2019. This waits to see, as the governing of the municipalities that were changed in the local municipality election in august will prove that.
